The crossing number cr(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of crossings in a nondegenerate planar drawing of G. The rectilinear crossing number cr(G) of G is the minimum number of crossings in a rectilinear nondegenerate planar drawing (with edges as straight line segments) of G. Zarankiewicz proved in 1952 that cr(
Introduction
This paper deals with two main topics, the crossing numbers and rectilinear crossing numbers of complete tripartite graphs, and the asymptotic behavior of the crossing number of a balanced complete multipartite graph. In the introduction, we provide background, present definitions, state our main results, and make related conjectures.
A plane drawing of a graph is a good drawing if no more than two edges intersect at any point that is not a vertex, edges incident with a common vertex do not cross, no pair of edges cross more than once, and edges that intersect at a non-vertex must cross. The crossing number of a good drawing D is the number of non-vertex edge intersections in D.
The crossing number of a graph G is cr(G) := min{cr(D) : D is a good drawing of G}.
Clearly a graph G is planar if and only if cr(G) = 0. Turán contemplated the question of determining the crossing number of the complete bipartite graph K n,m during World War II, as described in [18] . After he posed the problem in lectures in Poland in 1952, Zarankiewicz [20] proved that
The next three theorems give bounds on the crossing number and rectilinear crossing number of complete tripartite graphs and are proved in Section 2. Theorem 1.1. For all n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ≥ 1, cr(K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ) ≤ cr(K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ) ≤ A(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ). Theorem 1.2. For n large enough, 0.666A(n, n, n) ≤ cr(K n,n,n ). Theorem 1.3. For n large enough, 0.973A(n, n, n) ≤ cr(K n,n,n ). Theorem 1.2 is proved by a counting argument that has an inherent limitation, whereas Theorem 1.3 is proved by using flag algebras. Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, provide evidence for the next two conjectures. Conjecture 1.4. cr(K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ) = A(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ). Conjecture 1.5. cr(K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ) = cr(K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ).
These two conjectures (if true) imply cr(K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ) = A(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ).
A complete multipartite graph is balanced if the partite sets all have the same cardinality. In [16] it is shown that lim n→∞
and lim n→∞
and the limits exist.
We establish an analogous upper bound for the balanced complete r-partite graph. The maximum crossing number of a graph G is
With this notation, it is shown in [16] that
To state our bound for the complete multipartite graph, we need additional notation. The balanced complete r-partite graph K n,...,n will be denoted by r K n because it is the join of r copies of the complement of K n . Note that 2 K n = K n,n , 3 K n = K n,n,n , and n K 1 = K n . Remark 1.6. The maximum crossing number can be computed as the number of choices of 4 endpoints that can produce a crossing, and can be realized by a rectilinear drawing with vertices evenly spaced on a circle and vertices in the same partite set consecutive (this is well-known for the complete graph and complete bipartite graph). Thus CR(K n ) = n 4 and CR(
with (1) obtained by choosing points partitioned among the partite sets as (2,2), (2,1,1), and (1,1,1,1). For r = 2, 3, 4 this yields
A geodesic spherical drawing of G is a good drawing of G obtained by placing the vertices of G on a sphere, drawing edges as geodesics, and projecting onto the plane. In a random geodesic drawing, the vertices are placed randomly on the sphere. For integers r ≥ 2 and n ≥ 1, define s(r, n) to be the expected number of crossings in a random geodesic spherical drawing of r K n and ζ(r) := 3(r 2 −r) 8(r 2 +r−3)
. The next theorem is proved in Section 3. ≤ ζ(r).
is monotonically increasing for r ≥ 3, so
, and lim r→∞ ζ(r) = 3 8 . Observation 1.10. As n → ∞, CR(
n 4 and A(n, n, n) ≈ 3
2 Proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3
In this section we define a drawing of K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 and use it to show that cr(K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ) ≤ A(n 1 , n 2 , n 2 ) for all n 1 , n 2 , n 3 . We also prove that asymptotically 0.666A(n, n, n) ≤ cr(K n,n,n ) and 0.973A(n, n, n) ≤ cr(K n,n,n ) for large n. The standard way of producing a rectilinear drawing of the complete bipartite graph K n,m with Z(n, m) crossings is a 2-line drawing, constructed by drawing two perpendicular lines and placing the vertices of each partite set on one of the lines, with about half of the points on either side of the intersection of the lines. In the next definition we extend the idea of a 2-line drawing. Definition 2.1. An alternating 3-line drawing of K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 is produced as follows:
1. Draw 3 rays − → r 1 , − → r 2 , − → r 3 (called the large rays) that all originate from one point (called the center) with an angle of 120
• between each pair of rays.
2. For every i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, draw a ray ← − r i (called a small ray) from the center in the opposite direction of − → r 1 . We call ← − r i and − → r i opposite rays, and together they form the ith line i .
3. For i = 1, 2, 3:
and The function defined in (2) below more naturally captures the number of crossings in an alternating 3-line drawing.
Proof. We count the maximum number of possible crossings in an alternating 3-line drawing of K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 . There are two types of pairs of points that can result in crossings, (2,2) and (2,1,1), arising from choosing points partitioned among the partite sets as (2,2) and (2,1,1). Throughout this proof, {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}. For type (2, 2) , if at least one pair of points has a point from each of the large and small ray, i.e., from two opposite rays, we do not get a crossing. Thus we assume each set of two points in the same partite set is actually on the same ray. We can choose any two rays that are not opposite, with each ray to contain two points. There are 12 pairs of rays (omitting the opposite pairs), including 3 cases of points. Thus there are at most i=1,2,3 {j,k}={1,2,3}\{i}
crossings of type (2,2). Consider pairs of points partitioned as type (2,1,1). Denote by B the unit ball centered at the center of the drawing. Observe that the line segment between any two points on small rays is disjoint from B and the line segment between any two points on large rays is entirely in B. If we choose the two points in the same partite set from opposite rays, then we do not get a crossing. Thus we assume the two points in the same partite set are actually on the same ray.
We can choose any one ray to contain the two points from a (2,1,1) partition of points. Suppose the ray chosen is − → r i or ← − r i , where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Line i containing − → r i and ← − r i divides the plane to two half-planes. To have a crossing, the other two points must come from the same half-plane. Thus the number of choices of pairs of points from the two rays in one half plane is
. Each of these is multiplied by the choice of pair from − → r i and ← − r i , which gives the maximum number of crossings containing a pair from − → r i or ← − r i as
The maximum number of crossings of type (2, 1, 1) is obtained by summing (3) over all choices of i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Thus the total number of crossings in this drawing is at most A 3L (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ).
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we show that A 3L (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) = A(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ). First we show that for all a we have . By distinguishing odd and even case we get
for a even, . Again, we distinguish cases by the parity of a and b and obtain
for a even,
for a, b odd.
Using these two observations it is straightforward to show A(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) = A 3L (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ). The assertion that cr(K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ) ≤ A(n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) then follows from Theorem 2.2. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Next we prove Theorem 1.2, i.e., 0.666A(n, n, n) ≤ cr(K n,n,n ) for large n.
Proof. It is known that cr(K 2,3,n ) = 4 n 2 n−1 2 + n (see [2] ). So each copy of K 2,3,n in K n,n,n has approximately n 2 crossings. The number of copies of K 2,3,n in K n,n,n is 6
, where the factor of 6 comes from choosing which of the three partite sets in K n,n,n is used for the 2, which for the 3, and which for the n. Thus we count about (n 2 ) 6 ·
(counting each crossing multiple times).
The number of times a crossing gets counted varies with whether the end points are partitioned of type (2,2) or type (2,1,1). For type (2,2), we can arrange the K 2,3,n among the three partite sets as (2,2,0), (2,0,2), or type (0,2,2), and in each case there are 2 choices. Thus a crossing of type (2,2) is counted
times. For type (2,1,1), we can arrange the K 2,3,n among the three partite sets as (2,1,1), (1,2,1), or type (1,1,2), and in each case there are 2 choices. Thus a crossing of type (2,1,1) is counted
times. Since crossings.
Remark 2.3. We point out that the counting method used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 has a structural limitation. We use the count number for a (2,2) partition as the number of times a K 2,3,n is counted (because it is the larger), even though we know that asymptotically 2/3 of the crossings in an alternating 3-line drawing of K n,n,n are of type (2,1,1) rather than (2,2). So even with the assumption that cr(K n,n,n ) = A(n, n, n), this method cannot be expected to produce a lower bound of cA(n, n, n) with c close to 1.
Finally we prove Theorem 1.3, i.e., 0.973A(n, n, n) ≤ cr(K n,n,n ) for large n. The proof uses flag algebras, a method developed by Razborov [13] . A brief explanation of this technique specific to its use in our proof can also be found in Appendix A. We use an approach similar to the technique Norin and Zwols [12] used to show that 0.905Z(m, n) ≤ cr(K m,n ); however, we restrict our attention to rectilinear drawings.
Proof. For sufficiently large n, we first use flag algebra to methods show that in any rectilinear drawing of K n,n,n the average number of crossings over all the copies of K 3,2,2 that appear in K n,n,n is greater than 5.6767. In our application, we record in flags crossings and tripartitions. We ignore rest of the embedding.
Let G be a tripartite graph on n vertices with a rectilinear drawing. A corresponding flag F G on n vertices V contains a function 1 : V → {0, 1, 2}, which records the partition of the vertices, and a function 2 : V 4 → {0, 1}, which record crossings. We define 2 (a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 ) = 1 if the vertices of G corresponding to a 1 and a 2 form an edge of G that crosses an edge of G formed by b 1 and b 2 , and 0 otherwise.
We use flags on 7 vertices obtained from rectilinear drawings of K 3,2,2 (so m = 7 in Equation (4) in Appendix A). All rectilinear drawings of K 7 were obtained by Aichholzer, Aurenhammer and Krasser [1] . The drawings give us 6595 flags. We generate 42 types, which leads to 42 equations like (5) in Appendix A. The optimal linear combination of these equations is computed by CSDP [5] , an open source semidefinite program solver. CSDP is a numerical solver that provides a positive semidefinite matrix M of floating point numbers. We round the matrix M in Sage [17] to a positive semidefinite matrix Q with rational entries. The rounding is done by decomposing M = U T DU (where D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and U is a real orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors), rounding the entries of D and U to rational matricesD andÛ , and constructing matrix Q =Û TDÛ . Then we use Q to compute the resulting bound 1419186177261/250000000000 > 5.6767. Software needed to perform the whole computation is available at https://orion.math.iastate. edu/lidicky/pub/knnn.
In a complete graph on 7 vertices, the number of 4-tuples of points is 7 4 = 35. Thus the 'density' of crossings in K 3,2,2 is at least 5.6767 35 . The graph K n,n,n must have at least this density times the number of 4-tuples, and the number of 4-tuples is . Since A(n, n, n) ≈ Remark 2.4. The flag algebra method just applied to cr(K n,n,n ) with n → ∞ will also work for cr(K n 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ) where n i → ∞ for all i = 1, 2, 3.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.7
We need a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 3.1. In a random geodesic spherical drawing of a pair of disjoint edges, the probability that the pair crosses is 1 8 .
Proof. A pair of edges is determined by two sets of endpoints. Each set of two endpoints determines a great circle, and these two great circles intersect in two antipodal points. These two antipodal points of intersection are the potential crossing points, and a crossing occurs if and only if both edges include the same antipodal point. Notice that first picking two great circles uniformly at random, and then picking two points uniformly at random from each of the great circles is equivalent to picking two pairs of points uniformly at random from the sphere. Therefore, for each set of two endpoints, the probability that the great circle geodesic between them includes one of the two antipodal points is 1 2 , so the probability that both edges include an antipodal point is 1 4 . Half the time these are the same antipodal point.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.7, i.e., lim n→∞
Proof. The probability of getting a crossing among four points in a geodesic spherical drawing of r K n depends on how the points are partitioned among the partite sets, because different partitions of four points have different numbers of pairs of disjoint edges. Define three types of partitions of four points, classified by the number of pairs (of disjoint edges) produced. Type A 0 pairs: The four points are partitioned among partite sets as (4) or (3,1) . Let α r denote the probability that four randomly chosen points in r K n are of this type. Type B 2 pairs: The four points are partitioned among partite sets as (2,2) or (2,1,1). Let β r denote the probability that four randomly chosen points in r K n are of this type. Type C 3 pairs: The four points are partitioned among partite sets as (1,1,1,1) . Let γ r denote the probability that four randomly chosen points in r K n are of this type. We assume that n is large relative to r, so we can ignore the difference between n − 1 and n, etc., and we focus only on which partite sets are chosen. For Type C we must choose four distinct partite sets, so γ r = r(r−1)(r−2)(r−3) r 4 = (r−1)(r−2)(r−3) r 3
. For Type A there are two choices. For partition (4) the probability is 1 r 3 . To determine the probability of partition (3,1) we count the ways that we can choose 4 partite sets with 3 of them being the same set (which we call a (3,1) choice), and divide by r 4 = the number of all possible arrangements of four points into r partite sets. A (3,1) choice can be made by first choosing two distinct partite sets (there are r(r − 1) ways to select the two, with the first choice to appear 3 times) and then indicating the order of these partite sets (there are four different orders, determined by where the singleton is placed in the order). So the probability is the number of pairs of disjoint edges, and the number of pairs is (3γ r + 2β r )q = (3γ r + 2(1 − α r − γ r ))q = (2 + γ r − 2α r )q, so s(r, n) = 1 8 (2 + γ r − 2α r )q. In the earlier described drawing that maximizes the number of crossings, every 4-tuple of Type B and C produces one crossing. There are (β r + γ r )q such 4-tuples, and therefore
A Flag Algebras
The theory of flag algebras is a recent framework developed by Razborov [13] . The method was designed to attack Turán and subgraph density problems in extremal combinatorics and has been applied to graphs [7] , hypergraphs [6] , geometry [11] , permutations [4] , and crossing numbers [12] , to name some. For more applications see a recent survey by Razborov [14] .
Use of flag algebra methods usually depends on a computer program that generates a large semidefinite program, which can be solved by an available solver. The method is in some cases automated by Flagmatic [19] . However, Flagmatic does not support counting crossings. Hence we developed our own software, available at https://orion.math.iastate.edu/ lidicky/pub/knnn; our use of this software is described in the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Rather than attempt to give a formal setup of the framework of flag algebras, this introduction is intended to give the reader enough background to understand how we apply the method to prove Theorem 1.3. For a formal description of the method, involving the algebra of linear combinations of non-negative homomorphisms, see Rasborov [15] .
A.1 Densities
Let G be a large graph on n vertices and let d P (G) be the density of property P in G. In our case, the property P is a crossing. We can compute d P (G) by computing d P (H) for all possible graphs H on m vertices, where m << n, and then count how often H appears in G. We denote the density of H in G by d H (G), which is the same as the probability that m vertices of G selected uniformly at random induce a copy of H. This gives the following equality,
Therefore, depending on how we are optimizing, we attain one of the following inequalities,
In general, these bounds tend to be rather weak, so flag algebras are used to improve inequalities on d H (G). Assuming there exists the linear inequality 0 ≤
This may improve the bound if there are negative values for c H . Semidefinite programming is used to determine these coefficients.
A.2 Flags
A type σ is a graph on s vertices with a bijective labeling function θ : [s] → V (σ). A σ-flag F is a graph H containing an induced copy of σ labeled by θ and the order of F is |V (F )|. Let , m, and s be integers such that s < m, and 2 ≤ m + s. These values ensure that a graph on m vertices can have σ-flags of order that intersect in exactly s vertices. Define F σ to be the set of all σ-flags on vertices, up to isomorphism. Given an injection from [s] → V (G), θ and F ∈ F σ , define d F (G; θ) to be the density of F in G labeled by θ. Note that for |σ| = 0, this density corresponds to the d F (G). If F a , F b ∈ F σ , then we say d Fa,F b (G; θ) is the density of the graph created when F a and F b intersect exactly at σ.
Theorem A.1 (Razborov [13] ). For any F a , F b ∈ F σ and θ,
Let f be a vector with entries d F i (G; θ) for all F i ∈ F σ and let Q be a positive semidefinite matrix with q ij as the ijth entry. Then we get
Theorem A.1 gives 0 ≤
By averaging over all θ and all subgraphs on m vertices, we can obtain an inequality of the form 0 ≤
where c H is a function of σ, m, and Q. So asymptotically as n → ∞,
